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B
oth auditors thanked Aspasa 
for the privilege of work-
ing with the people who 
make up the industry and 
congratulated members for 

their hard work and dedication over the 
years. “We have seen the snowball effect 
in the improved knowledge and physical 

conditions at the operations, and they 
are just getting better and better; being 
able to issue these awards is a privilege 
for both of us,” Cluett says.

Van Deventer agrees: “Our audit pro-
cess is not easy and is not taken lightly 
as it first and foremost focuses on legal 
compliance, industry requirements and 

policies, standards and procedures. Our 
ISHE and About Face audit protocols for 
health & safety and environmental have 
been established as a leading practice 
by the GAIN group (Global Aggregates 
Information Network)”. Note: GAIN was 
founded by UEPG in 2010, driven by the 
conviction that international sharing of 
experience and best practice promotes a 
more efficient and sustainable aggregates 
industry globally. 

Awarding the trophies, both auditors 
said that it is more difficult to single out 
the top performers as there are so many 
people and operations that are credit 
worthy. “We’ve done over 100 audits in 
2016 where almost 50% of the mem-
bers achieved a score of above 90%. The 
average score of the 2016 audits was 
84,54%, which in itself, is an excellent 
achievement,” Van Deventer says. The 
awards were presented to the following 
recipients:

Quarries awarded for  
exceptional performance
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A major criterion for Aspasa’s ISHE auditor (Marius van Deventer) 
and the About Face Environmental auditor (Alan Cluett) is to transfer 
experience and knowledge to the operations they visit. And this they 

have clearly achieved given the results from member operations in 
term of health and safety, and environmental excellence. The 2016 

awards were presented at the recent IQSA/Aspasa conference in 
Umhlanga, KwaZulu-Natal.

ISHE Health & Safety

Award Recipient

Top Performer 2016 AfriSam Newcastle

Top Independent Performer Midmar Crushers

Consistency in Achieving Showplace (5 years 
running)

AfriSam Newcastle

AfriSam Umlaas Road

Most Improved Operations Raumix Crushco

Raumix Alpha Sand

Safety Manager Award for Outstanding 
Commitment

Raumix, Johann Pretorius

Safety Practitioner Award for Excellent Performance Midmar Crushers, Laurencia 
Maphumulo

Lafarge Olivehill, Ellen van der 
Westhuizen

AfriSam KZN, Lucretia Jansen van 
Rensburg

Health and Safety Representative Afrimat Brewelskloof, Sikumbuzo 
Madliwa

Management Safety Commitment Afrimat, Maria Pienaar

SPH, Danny de Villiers

Afrimat, Letisha van der Berg

Senior Management Commitment to Health & 
Safety

Drift, Trevor McAdam

Health & Safety Provider Excellence Noshcon, Paul Chamen

Best Operations Manager AfriSam Newcastle, Kobus Meyer

About Face Environmental

Top Performer 2016 AfriSam Rheebok

Top Performer 
Runner Up

PPC Mooiplaas

Top Performer 
Independent Quarries

Midmar

Top Performer Runner 
Up Independent 
Quarries

IT5 Sivel Droogehoudt

Top Performer Non 
Quarrying

SPH Aggeneys

Top Performing 
Group

SPH-Kundalila

Best Physical 
Condition

AfriSam Newcastle

Most Improved 
Operation

Drift Supersand Laezonia

Environmental 
Excellence

Rietspruit, Rynhard Brits

Lafarge South Africa, 
Maanda Nengome
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Cluett says there were so many par-
ticipants in the environmental audits and 
that “unfortunately not everybody comes 
out tops.” But then there are operations 
that really made a concerted effort and 
the following operations were awarded a 
Special Mention Certificate:
• Afrimat Marble Hall
• Afrimat Qwa Qwa
• Afrimat Scottburgh
• Afrimat Ulundi/Umfolozi
• Dorning Crushers
• Lafarge Qala
• Lafarge Richards Bay
• Lafarge Tygerberg
• Platistone
• Raumix Crushco
• SPH-K Bridgetown

Special Mention also went to the follow-
ing environmental practitioners:
• Raubex Kimberley, Andre Stoltz
• SPH-K, Anthea Sheldon
• SPH-K, Danny de Villiers
• Afrimat, Louis de Wet
• Krokodil Sand, Mart-Marie Joubert
Special Mention for Consultants included: 
SHE Group, Droogehout, Rion Rossouw; 
and Noshcon’s Paul Chamen and Ronelle 
Affinand.

Quarries awarded for  
exceptional performance

About Face Environmental

Top Performer 2016 AfriSam Rheebok

Top Performer 
Runner Up

PPC Mooiplaas

Top Performer 
Independent Quarries

Midmar

Top Performer Runner 
Up Independent 
Quarries

IT5 Sivel Droogehoudt

Top Performer Non 
Quarrying

SPH Aggeneys

Top Performing 
Group

SPH-Kundalila

Best Physical 
Condition

AfriSam Newcastle

Most Improved 
Operation

Drift Supersand Laezonia

Environmental 
Excellence

Rietspruit, Rynhard Brits

Lafarge South Africa, 
Maanda Nengome

AfriSam Newcastle’s Kobus Meyer was not only recognised 
for his achievement as Best Operational Manager for 
2016, but the operation also achieved Consistency in 

Achieving Showplace Status for 5 Consecutive Years and 
Top Performer for 2016. This is the third consecutive year 

that this operation has received this award, achieving the 
highest score of 97,18%. The awards were presented by 

Aspasa’s chairman Gert Coffee.

Independent auditor and consultant for the 
Aspasa ISHE audit, Marius van Deventer.

Independent environmental auditor and 
consultant for the About Face Environmental 

audit, Alan Cluett.

AfriSam Umlaas Road was recognised for 
Consistency in Achieving Showplace for 5 

Consecutive Years. Petrus Slabbert takes the award 
for achieving an audit score of 95% and higher.

Top Independent Performer 2016: Bronwyn Moore takes 
the award for Midmar Crushers, which achieved a score of 

97,05% and over third-highest score for 2016.

Danny de Villiers takes the award for SPH Kundalila being 
the Top Performing Group. His team achieved the highest 

average score out of 13 participating quarries.

Darius van Pletzen takes the award for Top Environmental 
Performer Runner Up, PPC  Mooiplaas.

Rynard Brits takes the award for Environmental 
Excellence at Rietspruit Crushers.



http://beinternational.co.za/
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More about the audits
The following is a brief summary from 
both auditors:

Health & Safety: Over 100 ISHE audits 
have been conducted year-to date and 
audit results achieved confirm the com-
mitment towards a safe and healthy 
workplace, even in strenuous financial 
challenges. The majority of the top per-
formers maintained their status; however, 
for lower scoring smaller operations, it is 
still a challenge to implement and main-
tain a sustainable and health environment.

The audit protocol was again revised 
for the 2016 ISHE audits and some 
changes were made to accommodate 
new legal requirements and industry 
standards. A review of the audit docu-
ment for the 2017 audit was held and it 
was clear that members required more 
focus on the link between occupational 
health and hygiene requirements.

The day of the audit is seen as an 
educational process and Aspasa strives 
to contribute in a positive manner to 
improve the safety awareness of every 
operation. Some members register this 

day as part of their in-house training on 
their Workplace Skills Plan, hence the 
wording ISHE = Integrated Safety and 
Health Education.

The audit process also focuses on 
possible Section 54s and 55s that may be 
issued by DMR inspectors, and this infor-
mation is shared to members as identified 
through all regional DMR inspections and 
audits. Interpretation of legal require-
ments is still a challenge from region to 
region, with varied ideas of enforcement 
by the inspectorate.

The main focus of the ISHE audit is the 
implementation of the documented sys-
tem and the condition of the facilities and 
installations at the quarry. The majority of 
the time spent on the audit is the physical 
inspection, talking to various employees 
and verifying the implementation of the 
systems.

Some findings that still need atten-
tion include:
• Too many serious accidents and inci-

dents are taking place. Not all injuries 
are correctly classified and opera-
tions must be careful in not reporting  
correctly to the DMR.
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Stockpile labelling at AfriSam Ferro (Alan Cluett).

Well maintained diesel tank at IT5 Sivel 
Droogehout (Alan Cluett).

Midmar Crushers' pedestrian walkways and 
garden (Alan Cluett).

Stormwater and 
erosion control at 
Rietspruit Crushers 
(Alan Cluett).



http://www.terextrucks.com/
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• With promulgated changes in legis-
lation, it is often required to revise 
legal appointments. It was found that 
too many errors are made on legal 
appointments that can result in find-
ings from DMR inspectors. Some oper-
ations employ the services of legal 
practitioners and lawyers to assist 
in these appointments and some of 
the documents developed refer to 
incorrect regulations or repealed reg-
ulations, and are not revised with the 
new regulations.

• Own inspections, pre-start check-
lists on plant and machinery, and 
follow-up on non-conformances are 
still a challenge as numerous possible 
Section 54s were identified through 
the audits. TMMs are allowed to be 
used, even with a No-Go identified on 
a checklist by an operator. For some, 
the checklist has become a hassle and 
a paper exercise and is not a reflection 
of what the condition of the plant and 
equipment reflects.

• Improvements are shown in the 
compliance to lockout and isolation 
requirements, but registers and per-
mits are not always completed as 
required by COPs.

• The compliance to machine guard-
ing standards have received a lot of 
attention over the last few years and 
still counts a lot on the audit protocol, 

with operations demonstrating major 
improvements. However, Aspasa 
still finds non-conformances in this 
regard.

• Dust prevention and limiting the 
exposure to silica containing dust 
needs attention throughout the 
entire industry. DMR inspectors have 

reported the concern on reportable 
lung diseases and possible occupa-
tional diseases, and actions will be 
taken against those not complying 
with legal exposure limits.

Stricter control over the compliance to 
rules and standards must be applied to 
ensure and maintain a safety and healthy 

Final face rehabilitation in working quarry, Lafarge Ninians (Alan Cluett).

http://www.booyco-electronics.co.za/
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This is the Newcastle operation in 1985 (Alan Cluett).

working environment. Legal compliance 
workshops are again being arranged for 
all members to understand and use the 
MH&SA and Regulations with confidence.

About Face Environmental: The 2016 
audit programme includes a training and 
awareness session that specially discusses 
environmental legislation, the responsi-
bilities of individuals and management 
in relation to the legal requirements, and 
includes a discussion and presentation on 
bad and good practice.

As in 2015, the 2016 audit was 
upgraded with additional emphasis 
placed on legal compliance and on phys-
ical aspects. Legal compliance increased 
to 12%, physical to 32% (30%) and mon-
itoring 9,0%, ie a combined 52% com-
pared with a combined ±42% in 2015.

The 2016 audit results have confirmed 
the continuing improvement of member 
environmental management systems 
and a greater commitment to environ-
mental awareness and stewardship. This 
is reflected in the improved scores and 
the greater number of Showplace Awards 
in 2016. 

However, there is still a lot to be done 
on the physical side at a number of oper-
ations where system documentation has 
resulted in a more flattering overall score.

The Aspasa About Face 2017 audits 
are being run in two parallel sessions, 
one focusing on the operation’s manage-
ment system and documentation, and 

Showplace Quarry, AfriSam Newcastle (Marius van Deventer).

the second focusing on physical aspects. 
By splitting the audit into the two parallel 
sessions, additional time is available for 
inspection of physical aspects including 
monitoring results – water and fall-out 
dust, stormwater control, alien vegetation 
removal, waste handling and disposal, 
hazardous substance and liquid chemical 
storage.

Training on the Aspasa About Face 
2017 and ISO 14 001:2015 has been 
offered country wide.

Table 1 summarises the 2016 audit 
results. Nine operations achieved above 
99% for the audits with the highest score 
being 99,60%. At these operations, both 
physical and system documentation sat-
isfy the audit criteria almost completely.

Table 1: Year-on-Year Achievements

Grading/
Year

2012 2014 2015 2016

Participation 
<50%

0 0 1 0

One Fish 
Eagle

2 4 1 1

Two Fish 
Eagles

6 3 3 2

Three Fish 
Eagles

4 4 2 10

Four Fish 
Eagles

25 12 3 7

Five Fish 
Eagles

24 36 13 64

Showplace 15 36 13 64

Report by Dale Kelly and photographs courtesy 
Aspasa




